The Client: Client is a Leading BFSI Company headquartered in U.K.. The client has
demonstrable capabilities in data, valuations and trade processing services are regarded as the
market standard in the global financial markets, helping their clients to reduce risk, improve
operational efficiency, and meet regulatory requirements. The client is the first independent
source of credit derivative pricing and has recently been announced as the fastest growing
private company in the UK.
For their expanding India operations and to support the product development initiatives, client
is looking for qualified and skilled S/W development professionals with a focus on a mutually
worthwhile association.
Position Title: Developer
Work location: Noida
Experience: 3-6 yrs
Department overview:
Fixed Income Development develops and supports systems which provide reference, pricing,
analytics, clearing and calculation services for client’s flagship range of Credit, Fixed Income,
OTC Derivatives and Syndicated Loans information products.
Position Summary: This role would suit an experienced developer with Java & SQL developer
skills
Duties and Accountability:
 Responsibilities will include coding, peer code reviews and managing your performance
and delivery against agreed goals and objectives.
 Implementation of financial services software using Java and Oracle technologies, as an
experienced member of a small team of developers
Business Competencies
Education
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The right candidate will have a academic degree in
software engineering or exceptional track record if
the candidate has a degree in any other discipline
3-5 years professional programming experience.
Substantial Java/J2EE design and implementation
experience is essential, including Object Oriented
Design Patterns.
Strong experience with an enterprise-grade
relational database management system, preferably
Oracle.
Knowledge of Java distributed computing
technologies and modern Java web technologies
advantageous.
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Contacts:
Nikita/Charu
+91 9350353739
Email: nikita@desiderate.in
charu@desiderate.in

GWT/Spring/Hibernate/Web Services experience is
advantageous.
Experience with highly numeric applications
advantageous.
The right candidate would also demonstrate solid
OO programming and have strong opinions on best
programming practices.
The ideal candidate will have a demonstrable track
record actively contributing to the implementation
of innovative, best-practice-based, technical
solutions in a complex and challenging environment
Understanding
of
basic
financial
market
terminology is desirable, but not essential.
Knowledge of Fixed Income and Fixed Income
Derivatives Instruments is advantageous.
Dynamic and charismatic, demonstrating ability to
motivate others.
Must be hands on with technical ability to challenge
others’ work.

